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Key Points
●

●

●

●

Cold water training can be done by anyone
–

You can increase difficulty at your own pace

–

You must remember to keep it fun

Cold water training has been done by a large portion of the population
in some places
–

People of all ages

–

People of all health conditions

Both health intellectuals and people just trying to deal with their
existing health problems have found benefits from cold water
Cold water training can be an intellectual exercise because your
body’s reaction to cold water is complex. You can keep this sport up
throughout life.

My Initial Cold Water
Experiences
●

●

Air temperature at my grandparents house
●

It must be within a narrow band

●

Grandparents are very temperature sensitive

Visiting Lake Michigan
●
●

●

●

Traditional family vacation place
Remember the first time I really enjoyed the water
(~80°F)
In general water coldness limited my enjoyment

First cold water training during grad school
●

Took a brief cold shower every day

●

Continued the streak for about a year

●

●

During this time I began going in the water every
time at Lake Michigan
Eventually I felt mentally exhausted and just
needed a break from cold water

Introduction to Theory:
Kneipp and Fleckenstein
●

Met Dr. Alexa Fleckenstein online and learned
about Sebastian Kneipp
●

●

●

●

Sebastian Kneipp was a German monk in the 19th
century and a forefather of naturopathic medicine

This was the first time I heard about potential
health benefits from cold water
Learned about different types of cold water
therapy
●
●

●

Dr. Fleckenstein is a doctor who specializes in
European Natural Medicine

Partial body, bath/shower, water temperatures
Many parts of the world take cold water training
seriously

Results
●
●

I began cold water training a second time
I started being on the lookout for information on the
subject

Turning Off the Heat:
Wim Hof
●

●

Wim Hof does astounding feats of cold
endurance
–

Swimming underneath ice

–

Climbing snowy mountains in only shorts

–

World record times covered in ice

Hof has recently popularized cold water
training
–

●

He also advocates breathing exercises

Discovered Wim Hof while surfing the
internet
–

Around the time I finished grad school

–

At this point I had more time and energy to
devote to training and exploring new ideas

–

Began cold water training for a third time

My Recent Cold Water Training
1)Consistent every day cold showering
1)Start with 30 days for a Spartan Challenge
2)Take Sunday off
3)Short showers
4)Continue for about a year and become used to it

2)Learn about Wim Hof and decide to try out a cold bath
1)About 1.5 minute cold water bath on a warm day
2)Can’t shake the cold feeling for hours
3)Don’t feel normal for days
4)Decide it is too much with my other training and return to daily cold
showers

3)Get inspired by Wim Hof again and start taking longer cold
showers
1)Realize that I am missing some benefits because my showers are too
short
2)Continue longer showers for a couple weeks
3)Start to feel tired and dread the showers

4)Learn about Charlie Francis and Central Nervous System Fatigue
1)Develop training schedule with hard and recovery days
2)Start making serious gains in cold water endurance
3)Training becomes fun and challenging although at times painful

The Body’s Response to
Cold Water
●

My training has given me a
good idea of how the body
reacts to cold water exposure

1)Immediate response: pain
2)Short term response: warming
3)Long term response: body
remodeling

Immediate Response: Pain
●

●

●

●

The body sends sensations and signals of distress when
it gets unpleasantly cooled
An immediate response is pain on the skin
–

This is a shock on your surface

–

It feels like the body is worried about the skin freezing

–

Water temperature is the key factor

–

It is felt in the skin

–

Dominant for the first minute

A second pain response is from heat loss
–

It is a draining feeling on the inside

–

It seems to be based on your body trying to generate heat to
keep up the core temperature

–

Heat transferred into the water is the key factor

–

This is felt primarily in the upper torso (chest and arm pits)

–

This takes place after the first minute

Certain body parts are more strongly affected than others
–

Head, face, collar bones are sensitive

–

Peripheral (fingers) feels the immediate shock more

–

The core (stomach, chest) feels the heat loss more

Short Term Reaction:
Warming (1)
●

●

●

The sensation of being cold causes the body to
respond in order to warm itself
Lowered body temperature
–

Consequence of cold water not reaction

–

Takes place when your body is not able to respond
adequately

–

You just don’t feel warm inside

–

Recovery can take hours or days

–

A meal is helpful in warming yourself

–

Typically I feel a lot better after lunch on a hard training
day

Warming through blood circulation
–

The body redirects its blood to deal with cold

–

Everyone can do this, but you improve with training. This
requires strong blood vessels and circulatory system

–

This seems to start immediately

–

The body takes two approaches
●
●

Abandon: turn white (when less well trained)
Reinforce: turn red (when in better shape)

Short Term Reaction:
Warming (2)
●

●

Warm through burning fat
–

This is a learned response. The body can’t do
this well unless trained

–

The body starts turning stored energy into heat

–

I don’t think this starts immediately. It takes
about 20-30 seconds for the process to activate

Shiver
–

This response can be done by anyone

–

The muscles start moving to generate heat

–

Your body does this when all other means are
maxed out

–

When you are well conditioned, your body
doesn’t shiver much

Long Term Reactions:
Body Remodeling
●

●

●

●

●

Warming mechanisms change
over time
–

Body becomes redder (better
circulation)

–

Less shivering (more heat
generated by fat, circulation)

–

Warm more quickly after showering

Increase amounts of brown fat
(versus white fat)
Improve circulation with stronger
blood vessels
Increase ability to burn energy
(metabolism)
Feel warmer in every day
situations

Training Advice
●

●

●

Factors to control
–

Water temperature

–

Length of exposure

–

Quantity of water (shower flow rate or bath depth)

Annual cycles
–

Water temperature is colder in winter

–

Increase length/water quantity during summer

–

Maintain the same training schedule during the
winter as water cools

–

Take a week off occasionally

Weekly cycle
–

Hard days (2X per week for me, could be 3X): push
body hard

–

Easy days (other weekdays): just get blood flowing
and stimulate body

–

Off days (Sunday): warm shower/bath
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Additional Observations
●

●

●

●

The elderly often feel cold. Could this be due to their climate control system
getting weaker due to lack of exercise?
Cold water training burns lots of calories but also increases your appetite. It
is unclear whether it aids or hinders weight loss.
Your body reacts differently to different temperatures. I had a hard time
adjusting to sub 50°F water during the winter when I had been used to water
in the mid to high 50°F’s.
There are no overuse injuries from cold water training. This makes it easier
to over train but also means you don’t need to worry about your joints.

Sami People in Norway

Sebastian Kneipp
●
●

●

●

Kneipp lived 1821 to 1897 in Germany
He was a poor weaver’s son who
became a monk
While in seminary he caught
tuburculosis
–

The doctors gave up on him

–

He researched in the library and found an
old tract describing a cold-water cure.

–

He used this to heal the TB

He went on to develop a health system
which became popular in Europe. It
had 5 pillars
–

Water

–

Movement

–

Nutrition

–

Herbs

–

Life Balance

Dr. Alexa Fleckenstein
●

●

●

●

Doctor trained in traditional
European medicine
Author of books about
health and Sebastian
Kneipp
Uses the 5 pillars of health
developed by Kneipp
Adjusts Kneipp’s work for
the modern world and all
ability levels

Wim Hof
●

He is a Dutch cold and breathing specialist
–

He uses breathing to help perform feats of cold
endurance.

●

Background in yoga and mountain climbing

●

He has a number of different goals

●

–

Get publicity by doing stunts and setting records

–

Participate in scientific studies to show health benefits

–

Popularize cold water training

–

Show that anyone can do this

The Wim Hof Method combines cold training and
breathing to increase health
–

●

It is similar in many ways to Tummo meditation

Many people have seen serious health
conditions improve using the Wim Hof Method

Cold Water Swimmers
●

●

Cold water swimming is an oddball
sport
–

Typically open water swimming

–

Triathlons and challenges like
swimming the English channel

Some cursory reading on the
internet shows that its practitioners
have a lot to teach cold water
trainers
–

You create a layer of warm water
surrounding your skin in still water, so
swimming is harder than sitting still

–

Cold endurance is temperature,
duration and activity dependent

–

Cold training greatly increases your
appetite and metabolism

Russians
●

●

●

●

There are lots of pictures, videos and stories
on the internet about Russians and cold
water
People pour a bucket of cold water over
themselves to start the day
–

Adult health enthusiasts

–

School children

Health groups will swim in a river every day
of the year
–

Some comment about how this takes away their
chronic health conditions

–

The people don’t always look healthy, but they
mostly started this because they weren’t in good
health

Ice swimmers
–

Eastern Orthodox Christian tradition at Epiphany

–

There seem to be clubs that do this for fun

Summary
●

●

●

●

Cold water training has grown from a passing idea to an area
of keen interest for myself
The body responds to the stress of cold water in a predictable
way and it will adapt over time to cold water exposure
Training plans can be generated easily by keeping in mind a
few concepts and making sure not to push yourself too hard
A number of people and groups of people have pushed and
expanded our knowledge of cold water swimming. They have
shown that anyone can do it and there are benefits to this
activity.

Books of Interest
●

●

●

●

Health2O by Alexa Fleckenstein and Roanne
Weisman
Sebastian Kneipp, Water Doctor by Alexa
Fleckenstein
Becoming the Iceman by Wim Hof and Justin
Rosales
The Way of the Iceman by Wim Hof and Koen
de Jong

Takeaways
●

●

●

●

Cold water training can be done by anyone
–

You can increase the difficulty at your own pace

–

You must remember to keep it fun

Cold water training has been done by a large portion of the population
in some places
–

People of all ages

–

People of all health conditions

Both health intellectuals and people just trying to deal with their
existing health problems have benefited from cold water
Cold water training can be an intellectual exercise because your
body’s reaction to cold water is complex. You can keep this sport up
throughout life.

